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Chief of Station, Karlsruhe

Operational

Establishment of Amateur Radio Statioa

Ziet NOKA40$14, )4(W.1272

1. In anewer to your query in last retereace above, we wieh to state
that current thinking here strongly favors the recruitment of One or sore
reliable German hams who vill reeruit the actual short range WIT operators.
This would of course entail the evacuation of the recruiters on our part. BY
this means we would be able to procure W/T eperatore exactly where we want
them, especially if we moo as recruiter a wellkaconzhma who has wide 'contacts.
We will of course obtain peroonalia and institute record checks with CIC and
conduct whatever local investigations are feasible. These hams would be ready
after 2 weeks training to take the air at any time.

2. The above is to be our main approach to the recruitment of *hart
term W/Te. Nowever, we feel that Ge A..American radio contacts would be of
vane as a recruiting means. The advantages of having an American do the
recruiting of hems is that the Americans will undoubtedly normally be evacuated
In case of hostilities, mot entailing the additional evacuation inverts/dr
involved in using German recruiters. in spite of the slightly worse **curt*
inherent In direst personal contact* by Americans, we feel that it is of value
to do some of this ham recruiting directly by Americans,

•	 3. we realise that most American ameteure. in Germany are on the air for
DX and if our station were set up as indloated we would use DX euffielently to
preserve our cover but we do not agree that every American ham in Germany is
exclusively on the air for DA, and especially not tUri4g the daytime hour* when
DX is impossible. Contacts wised we believe be made with Ge24144 WOO wilhaiit
attracting attention. we do not contemplate overtures for personal meetiaNe
On the air but as it to the oust= to exchange cards after communications we
would have Rossiter, accompanied by Plaine, be simply driving through 4 teen
where a ham livee with whom they had had contact and stop in to priw him a
friendly 'telt.

44 It is planned that we would assist these German hams in the procurement
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Of PAM in order to develev there *friendships ** On hoe *Nand us that
IOW 0ou Proowio swilaws otWillsout to 011 this seed, OW *air velgid be used
slue. L. 1 has onplainod to Us at woe length of the security danger of
vciee esemunioation* We would operate on standard amateur band* in Gorsaop.
eA 20 motors for long range dermas contacts and Cover= end pricerny the
40 *toter band.

so • se have discussed the program at length with C	 and
While naturally prefers the eppzsach of ueing rellablo Conan ham to
de our vomiting, as do vs in Ite. he Concedes that it would be most USOfut
to us to have a licensed operator in our midst who would be ablo to 'talk the
trade talk with the recruits AIM necoeserr and to tee, J= .3 advised to
this respect. ge also concedes tone the favorable aspect of direct American
xecrultime, i.e. it would be unnecoseary to *remote adatIonal Gorse* personnel
in tie* of oriels-a c	 has passed to us the list of licensed 00VMM amateurs
"awe are owwrout17 tuwostifutiug those infaKercho through the a 	 :1
and Viii try to got an entree to a flews suitable for a recruiter.

61, Another aspect of value la the estalaskasent of a ha* station is that
for training of mowed. MAIM and for periodic practice on their signal
plan* vs "mild oy use this egulreest. we adcdt, however, that
eacarity neaccros may	 tet Woad" oganet this last proposal.

Chief, IDA


